ONLINE COURSE ORDER

Video 1 - introduction

Video 2 – neuroanatomy, part 1

Video 3 – neuroanatomy, part 2

Video 4 – neuroanatomy, part 3

Video 5 – guest lecture, Tim 1

Homework 1 – write up neuroanatomy and Tim guest lecture

Activity and activity report – sheep brain dissection

Video 6 – brain systems, part 1

Video 7 – brain systems, part 2

Video 8 – guest lecture – James

Video 9 – diseases, part 1

Video 10 – diseases, part 2

Homework 2 – write up brain systems, James guest lecture, and diseases

Video 11 – principles of engineering, part 1

Video 12 – principles of engineering, part 2

Video 13 – principles of engineering, part 3

Video 14 – guest lecture, David

Homework 3 – write up principles of engineering and David guest lecture

Video 15 – sensory systems, part 1

Video 16 – sensory systems, part 2

Video 17 – sensory systems, part 3

Video 18 – sensory systems, part 4

Video 19 – guest lecture, Jenny

Homework 4 – write up sensory systems and Jenny guest lecture

Activity and activity report – illusions (follow along with notes in illusions powerpoint!)
Video 20 – motor systems, part 1
Video 21 – motor systems, part 2
Video 22 – guest lecture, Tim 2
Homework 5 – write up motor systems and Tim guest lecture
Activity and activity report – EMG
Final project and presentation
Video 23 – wrap up